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For a myriad of reasons, a sexual assault case may not have 
gone forward initially but is now being advanced. This 
resource focuses on cold case sexual assaults that involve 
previously unsubmitted sexual assault kits (SAKs) that are 
now being tested. Additionally, this resource provides an 
overview of John Doe arrest warrants, which may be used 
to toll the statute of limitations in cases involving previously 
unsubmitted SAKs that may have been inactive months, 
potentially years or even decades. 

Following the discovery that evidence contained in 
SAKs remained unsubmitted for testing in sexual assault 
investigations in jurisdictions across the country, the Bureau 
of Justice Assistance funded the National Sexual Assault 
Kit Initiative (SAKI), which provides resources and funds 
for victim support, investigation, prosecution, and testing 
of previously unsubmitted SAKs.1 Under SAKI, previously 
unsubmitted SAKs are being tested, including some that 
are many years old.2 As a result of the testing, as well as 
an increase in substantive training of law enforcement 
and prosecutors, many of these cold investigations and 
prosecutions are being renewed. Even when investigations 
are delayed or are cold, law enforcement and prosecution 
still can pursue justice. One tool available for certain cases is 
the John Doe arrest warrant.

SAKI efforts have revealed that, where the statute of 
limitations is nearing expiration, the John Doe arrest warrant 
may be crucial in tolling (i.e., stop the running of ) the clock. 
This resource will provide an overview of John Doe arrest 
warrants and how they may be used in prosecuting cold 
case sexual assaults.

What is a John Doe Arrest Warrant?
The court issues a John Doe arrest warrant when the 
suspect in a case can be identified by his or her3 unique 
genetic profile but not by name. The warrant is issued based 
on the filing of a charging document, such as a criminal 
complaint,4 that describes the suspect’s DNA profile. John 
Doe arrest warrants,5 which identify the suspect only 
by his or her genetic profile,6 may be sought or filed by 
prosecutors to initiate a criminal proceeding before the 
statute of limitations expires.7 Courts across the United States 
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 w Issued by the court when a suspect can be identified 
by a genetic (DNA) profile, but not by name

 w Based on filing of a charging document, such as a 
criminal complaint

 w Stops the tolling of the clock on statute of limitations

 w Establishes prosecutorial diligence in solving a case
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have upheld the use of John Doe arrest warrants to meet 
standards requiring that charging documents contain “a 
description by which someone may identify the person with 
reasonable certainty.”8

How Is a Genetic Profile Obtained?
Following a sexual assault, evidence may be collected from a 
crime scene, victim’s body,9 or other source(s) and submitted 
to a laboratory for testing. This evidence may contain a 
suspect’s DNA, also known as his or her unique genetic 
profile.10 Typically, after testing is complete, the DNA profile 
obtained from the evidence is appropriately uploaded into 
the local, state, and national DNA database known as the 
Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) to see whether there 
is a match or “hit.”11

When Are John Doe Arrest Warrants 
Issued? 
Some cold case investigations may progress after a crime 
laboratory tests previously unsubmitted evidence. For 
example, if a match to a known individual exists, an ordinary 
arrest warrant may be issued. However, when the test results 
do not match any existing CODIS profile and there is a risk 
that the limitations period may expire before a positive 
identification of a suspect can be made, a John Doe arrest 
warrant can toll the statute of limitations. A John Doe arrest 
warrant, identifying the suspect as “John Doe, unknown 
[male/female] with matching DNA at [specific genetic 
locations],” allows the prosecutor to initiate the prosecution.12 
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How Are John Doe Arrest Warrants 
Used to Toll the Statute of Limitations 
in Cold Cases?
Some states require a suspect to be charged13 with the 
commission of certain criminal offenses within a certain 
time frame after the crime occurs.14 This time frame is 
known as the statute of limitations, and its primary purpose 
is to ensure defendants have the opportunity to defend 
themselves effectively against charges, while evidence and 
witnesses are still available to them.15 

Statutes of limitations vary by jurisdiction, crime, and 
circumstance (e.g., the date of the assault, the specific sexual 
offense charged, the victim’s age at the time of the assault). 
Some states require a sexual assault to be charged within 
a certain period, whereas others allow charging at any 
point in time after the crime occurs.16 Many states also have 
provisions that toll the statute of limitations under certain 
circumstances, such as when a defendant has fled the 
jurisdiction and becomes a fugitive, or when a DNA match 
has not yet identified a suspect. In some jurisdictions, the 
statute of limitations period begins once the suspect’s DNA 
profile is determined; these are the cases in which John Doe 
arrest warrants are most necessary. In other jurisdictions, 
the statute of limitations period is tolled until an identified 
suspect can be named based upon a DNA match.17 

Conclusion 
John Doe arrest warrants allow the criminal justice system 
to hold offenders accountable for their crimes, promoting 
justice and safety for victims as well as the community. 
Carefully evaluating the timeliness of each case within the 
applicable statute of limitations (by engaging in appropriate 

case analysis and prioritizing any case nearing an expiration 
period) is vital, especially with high volumes of cases ensuing 
from testing previously unsubmitted SAKs. Acting with due 
diligence in a state without a statute of limitations is also 
important, and with large numbers of DNA profiles being 
submitted to CODIS, there remains a potential for a hit in the 
future. 
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A Note on Pre-Accusatorial Delay
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